VeRO Program Participation

Supacaz is a member of the eBay VeRO Program and actively and regularly monitors both the use of its trademarks and copyrighted works, and the sale of products bearing or purportedly bearing Supacaz intellectual property on eBay. Accordingly, Supacaz suggests that both sellers and buyers on eBay be extremely careful about the Supacaz products they sell and buy.

The sale of unlicensed, counterfeit Supacaz products is illegal and may result in monetary fines and imprisonment. Unless you know that the products were purchased from an authorized Supacaz retailer, you are taking a risk that the products are counterfeit. Supacaz has received numerous complaints from eBay users who have purchased non-Supacaz goods under the mistaken impression they were authentic Supacaz products.

Federal law prohibits the unauthorized use of our intellectual property. Similarly, textual and photographic works produced and published by Supacaz or its licensees are protected under international copyright laws. Anyone who produces, copies, distributes or displays Supacaz copyright materials, without Supacaz’s permission, is liable for copyright infringement.
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“SUPACAZ” Logo Trademark

Supacaz Star Logo Trademark

Contact Us

If you have questions regarding your listing or if you find a listing that you suspect infringes Supacaz’s intellectual property, please contact spham@supacaz.com.